
1. Introduction
Subsurface microbial communities are found across a range of depths on Earth, spanning shallow envi-
ronments such as caves and aquifers 1–100 m deep (Barton & Northup, 2007; Lavoie et al., 2017; Northup 
et al., 2011; Sarbu et al., 1996) to crustal environments at least 4.4 km deep (Casar et al., 2020; Kormas 
et al., 2003; Magnabosco et al., 2018; Probst et al., 2018; Purkamo et al., 2020). Microbial communities in the 
subsurface are often sustained by a combination of surface-derived organic carbon (OC) and CO2 fixed in 
situ via chemolithoautotrophy (hereafter lithoautotrophy; Anantharaman et al., 2016; Momper et al., 2017; 
Probst et al., 2020; Stevens, 1997), but the balance between these sources and how they change with depth 

Abstract Lava caves, formed through basaltic volcanism, are accessible conduits into the shallow 
subsurface and the microbial life residing there. While evidence for this life is widespread, the level of 
dependence of these microbial communities on surface inputs, especially that of organic carbon (OC), is 
a persistent knowledge gap, with relevance to both terrestrial biogeochemistry and the characterization 
of lava caves as Mars analog environments. Here, we explore carbon cycling processes within lava 
caves at Lava Beds National Monument, CA. We interrogate a range of cave features and surface soils, 
characterizing the isotopic composition (δ13C) of bulk organic and inorganic phases, followed by organic 
geochemical analysis of the distribution and δ13C signatures of fatty acids derived from intact polar lipids 
(IPLs). From these data, we estimate the carbon sources of different sample types, finding that surface 
soils and mineral-rich speleothems incorporate plant-derived biomass (δ13CVPDB ∼ −30‰), whereas 
biofilms are dominated by strongly 13C-depleted lipids (minimum δ13CVPDB −45.4‰) specific to bacteria, 
requiring a significant proportion of their biomass to derive from in situ fixation of inorganic carbon from 
previously respired OC. Based on the prevalence and abundance of these 13C-depleted lipids, we conclude 
that biofilms here are fueled by in situ chemolithoautotrophy, despite relatively high concentrations 
of dissolved OC in colocated cave waters. This unexpected metabolic potential mirrors that found in 
other deep subsurface biospheres and has significant positive implications for the potential microbial 
habitability of the Martian subsurface.

Plain Language Summary Microorganisms live underground at a range of depths and 
habitat types, but what these organisms eat is poorly understood. Lava caves are relatively shallow 
underground environments that commonly host colorful microbial biofilms on the rock walls. We 
examine the carbon sources used by these and other microbial communities at Lava Beds National 
Monument, CA, by tracking the flow of carbon into cell membrane lipids via compound-specific 
isotope analysis. By comparing the stable carbon isotope signatures (δ13C) of potential carbon sources 
to those of cave features, we conclude that biofilm communities actively fix inorganic carbon rather 
than assimilate the abundant organic carbon found in cave fluids, as do microbes in other sample types. 
This process requires a source of energy; in the absence of photosynthesis, these microbes must instead 
gain their energy from inorganic mineral- and fluid-derived sources. While caves are generally thought 
to host organic carbon-consuming microbes, our results challenge this paradigm and have widespread 
implications for cave habitation on Earth and the solar system. Lava caves are common on Mars, the 
surface of which is likely too harsh to support life. Our results suggest that cave microbial communities 
may be well adapted to independent life underground.
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remains unknown. The lithoautotrophic potential of deep microbial communities has been a major target 
of geobiological and astrobiological interest due to their inferred surface independence and implications 
to the habitational history of Earth (Lollar et al., 2006; Momper et al., 2017; Purkamo et al., 2020). For in-
stance, the subsurface of Mars is potentially habitable for microorganisms, but to be viable this theoretical 
subterranean biome must persist using lithoautotrophy rather than photosynthesis, owing to the apparent 
absence of a photosynthetic surface biosphere. This potential may also not be limited to ultra-deep life, as 
evidence for diverse lithoautotrophic microbes has likewise been found in shallower subsurface biomes 
including caves, oceanic crust, and the deep critical zone, despite being more directly impacted by surficial 
processes and C fluxes (Barton & Northup, 2007; Engel et al., 2004; Lavoie et al., 2017; Momper et al., 2017; 
Orcutt et al., 2015; Purkamo et al., 2020).

Caves are portals through which we can explore the microbial ecology of the shallow subsurface. Cave 
habitats are generally oligotrophic, though they can receive enough dissolved OC (DOC) from the overlying 
surface and critical zone to sustain chemoheterotrophic populations of bacteria, archaea, and fungi (Barton 
& Northup, 2007). Despite the clear connection between caves and the surface, microbiologists have noted 
the distinctiveness of cave microbiota for decades, which include chemolithotrophic and heterotrophic taxa 
(Barton & Northup, 2007; Fliermans & Schmidt, 1977; Lavoie et al., 2017; Northup et al., 2011). Lithotrophs 
are implicated in cycling crucial elements such as N and S in cave environments (Barton & Northup, 2007; 
Fliermans & Schmidt, 1977; Hathaway et al., 2014; Sarbu et al., 1996), but many such microbes have diverse 
metabolic potential and can couple catabolic energy generation to C fixation (lithoautotrophy), assimilate 
OC directly (lithoheterotrophy), or do both (mixotrophy). Due to the important role that lithotrophs play in 
cave nutrient cycling, it is imperative to understand their prevalence, activity, and importantly, C sources.

Evidence for lithotrophy in caves does exist, particularly among N- and S-cycling microbes, varying based 
on host rock lithology. For instance, a seminal study in Mammoth Cave, KY, determined nitrifying Nitros-
pira sp. cell abundances were 100 times denser than those of overlying soils (Fliermans & Schmidt, 1977). 
Further, DNA sequencing data suggest that lithotrophs oxidize ammonia and nitrite within the karst caves 
below the Nullarbor Plain, Australia (Holmes et al., 2001; Tetu et al., 2013). Microbial sulfide oxidation, 
another important lithotrophic metabolism, is observed in caves around the world, including the acidic, sul-
fur-rich Frasassi Cave of Italy (Hamilton et al., 2015; Macalady et al., 2008) and Cueva de Villa Luz, Mexico 
(Hose et al., 2000). Although many of the lithotrophs studied in these caves exhibit genomic potential for 
C fixation, the demonstration of active, in situ lithoautotrophy in caves is rare. In a notable case, CH4-, S-, 
and N-based lithoautotrophy is the foundation of a subterranean food web in the hypogenic Movile Cave, 
Romania (Sarbu et al., 1996).

Basaltic caves are especially relevant to planetary speleology due to their igneous origin and inferred pres-
ence elsewhere in the solar system (Greeley, 1971; Horz, 1985; Kaku et al., 2017; Keszthelyi et al., 2008; 
Léveillé & Datta, 2010). Lava caves form as the outer shell of erupting lava solidifies while the liquid interior 
continues to flow, creating hollow conduits. Microbial communities from these typically shallow caves are 
found in volcanic regions worldwide, such as the Cascades (Lavoie et al., 2017), the Canary Islands (Gonza-
lez-Pimentel et al., 2018), the Azores (de los Ríos et al., 2011), as well as Hawai'i and parts of the American 
Southwest (Northup et al., 2011). These volcanic caves are also thought to be present on Mars (Horz, 1985; 
Léveillé & Datta, 2010). Microbial biofilms are a prominent feature of many lava caves, with white, tan, and 
yellow hydrophobic coatings covering the walls in many sites (Northup et al., 2011). These communities 
harbor microbes distinct from overlying surface soils and include putative lithotrophic and heterotrophic 
taxa (Lavoie et al., 2017; Marshall-Hathaway et al., 2014).

Shallow caves often receive relatively high fluxes of soil-derived OC (Saiz-Jimenez & Hermosin, 1999). If 
lava cave lithotrophs subsist on this flux of surface-derived OC, then the relevance of lava caves to astrobiol-
ogy may be limited. There is evidence that lava cave biofilms contain surface-sourced OC. For instance, py-
rolysis of microbial biofilms from lava caves in La Palma (Canary Islands) suggests that yellow biofilms ac-
quire their distinctive hue from plant-derived lignin breakdown products (Gonzalez-Pimentel et al., 2018), 
signaling the incorporation of OC from the surface. However, other lines of evidence hint toward the pres-
ence of active lithoautotrophy in lava caves. For example, scanning electron microscopy suggests an in-
timate association between brown cave coralloids and the iron-oxidizing lithoautotrophs Gallionella and 
Leptothrix in Azorean lava caves (de los Ríos et al., 2011). To our knowledge, only one lithoautotroph has 
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been isolated from lava caves and described in the literature: an aerobic Fe(II)-oxidizing member of the 
Pseudomonas (Popa et al., 2011). Direct evidence for in situ, quantitatively important lithoautotrophic ac-
tivity in lava caves has yet to be demonstrated.

The caves of Lava Beds National Monument, CA (hereafter Lava Beds), are well suited to studying the activ-
ity of lithoautotrophs in the shallow subsurface. Many terrestrial lava cave systems, such as those in Hawai'i 
or the Azores, are located beneath regions of high surficial primary productivity (de los Ríos et al., 2011; 
Northup et al.,  2011). Conversely, Lava Beds is situated in a low-productivity, semiarid surface environ-
ment, thereby more closely mimicking the desiccated conditions of the Martian surface. Caves at Lava 
Beds experience significant surficial DOC input relative to the deeper subsurface (e.g., Osburn et al., 2019). 
Nonetheless, the abundance of 16S rRNA genes from taxa capable of C fixation such as Actinobacteria and 
Nitrospira sp. in biofilms here (Lavoie et al., 2017) suggests the coexistence of lithoautotrophs and hetero-
trophs. Notably, members of the Actinobacteria have been demonstrated to compose at least 39% of the mi-
crobial communities in Lava Beds cave biofilms, at least twice as abundant as overlying surface soils (Lavoie 
et al., 2017). However, DNA amplicon sequencing alone cannot discriminate between lithoautotrophy and 
heterotrophy, as microbial phylogeny does not necessarily imply function and many taxa are metabolically 
flexible. While it is possible that such potential lithotrophs derive energy from the oxidation of host rock 
minerals and/or aqueous substances such as ammonium to power in situ C fixation, this remains to be 
demonstrated here and requires a different methodological approach.

Stable isotopes can track biological C sources through the lens of biosynthetic fractionation (Hayes, 2001). 
In a mixed community such as a lava cave biofilm, bulk C isotopic measurements of organic matter in-
tegrate signals from all members proportional to their biomass abundance. The homogenization of this 
isotopic signal hinders the quantitative identification of specific metabolic signatures. Compound-specific 
isotopic analysis interrogates individual organic compounds, yielding powerful information about particu-
lar organisms that produce diagnostic biomarkers (Close et al., 2014). Fatty acids (FAs) derived from intact 
polar lipids (IPLs) form the membranes of living bacterial and eukaryotic cells and are commonly used as 
chemotaxonomic tracers of C metabolism (Boschker et al., 1999; Budge et al., 2008; Schubotz et al., 2013; 
Schwab et al., 2017). The isotopic compositions of IPL-derived FAs (δ13CIPL) can track C within a mixed 
community when compared to the isotopic ratios of possible C sources (e.g., Boschker et al., 1999). Further-
more, most IPLs degrade rapidly upon cell death (Logemann et al., 2011), suggesting that IPL quantification 
reflects the FA composition of extant biomass (Sturt et al., 2004). As such, δ13CIPL tracks the isotopic contri-
butions from living biomass.

Here, we describe the C isotopic landscape of lava caves at Lava Beds by coupling organic geochemical anal-
ysis to bulk and compound-specific isotope geochemistry targeted at broad swath of biological, mineral, and 
sedimentary features. We first characterize the isotopic composition and abundances of organic and inor-
ganic phases within these features. Next, we present IPL-derived FA distributions and their individual iso-
topic compositions. Finally, we estimate the relative contributions of C sourced from the surface versus in 
situ C fixation with an isotope mass balance model. This work identifies abundant and active lithoautotro-
phy in the shallow subsurface, informing the use of the terrestrial subsurface as an extraterrestrial analog.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Field Site and Sampling Approach

Samples (n = 91) were collected from nine caves and overlying soils from Lava Beds (Figure 1a). Lava Beds 
is located on the northern slope of the Medicine Lake volcanic shield in the semiarid shrublands of north-
ern California, USA (Waters et al., 1990). Since its genesis 500 kya, Medicine Lake volcano has erupted 
hundreds of times (Donnelly-Nolan et al., 2007), the flows of which are responsible for over 830 lava caves 
identified to date at Lava Beds. Most caves here were created by the Mammoth flow (Waters et al., 1990) 
which occurred 35 ± 5 kya, although some were formed during later flows throughout the Pleistocene and 
Holocene, with the latest eruption occurring only 950 years ago (Donnelly-Nolan et al., 2007). This work 
encompasses samples from caves B090, B140, L300, L480, L490, L780, L820, L853, and V460.

We systematically sampled a variety of putatively biogenic and abiogenic features from each cave (Fig-
ures 1b–1e) to produce a broad overview of the lipid and isotopic landscapes of the area. Cave samples 
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originated from a range of depths below the surface, horizontal distances from entrances and relative hu-
midity conditions. Surface soil samples were also taken above each cave. Solid samples were collected in 
precombusted glass jars using solvent-cleaned chisels and scoopulas. Cave drip water samples were collect-
ed where possible in precombusted glass vials and were frozen at −20°C within 4 h.

2.2. Intact Polar Lipid Extraction

Samples for lipid analysis were kept frozen at −20°C until processing. Lipids were extracted using a mod-
ified Bligh Dyer method (Bligh & Dyer, 1959; Schubotz et al., 2013). Briefly, freeze-dried basalt samples 
were crushed with a solvent-washed mortar and pestle. Weighed aliquots of each sample (0.1–30 g, depend-
ing on the sample type; Supporting Information Table S1) were then sonicated in extraction solvents and 
centrifuged, retaining the supernatants. Extraction included 2 times extractions with 4:5:10 10 mM phos-
phate buffer:dichloromethane (DCM):methanol (MeOH), 2 times with 4:5:10 10 mM trichloroacetic acid 
 buffer:DCM:MeOH, and 1 time with 1:2 DCM:MeOH. Extracts were pooled then separated into two-phase 
solutions with additional water and DCM. The organic phase was collected into preweighed glass vials, 
washed with water, and dried down under a stream of dry N2(g), after which the total lipid extract (TLE) 
mass was measured.
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Figure 1. Lava caves and their features at Lava Beds National Monument, CA. (a) A typical cave from Lava Beds. 
Microbial biofilms are visible as bright yellow and tan colors on the ceiling. (b) A cluster of black cave polyps. (c) 
Ceiling mineral crusts, an example of a mineral feature. (d) Tan-colored ooze attached to a cave wall. (e) A yellow 
biofilm covered in water droplets adhered to the surface of lava cave basalt. Approximate scale bars are provided in the 
bottom right corner of each photo.
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2.3. IPL Separation, Derivatization, and Characterization

The TLE was separated into fractions based on headgroup chemistries (Close et al., 2014). The TLE was 
applied to precombusted 60 Å silica gel columns, then eluted with the following solvent schedule: neutral 
hydrocarbons (3:1 hexanes:ethyl acetate); glycolipids (3:1 ethyl acetate:MeOH); phospholipids (MeOH); and 
residual polar lipids (4:1 MeOH:water). Lipids from the three IPL fractions (glyco-, phospho-, and residual 
polar lipids; GL, PL, and r-PL, respectively) were then derivatized to fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) using 
a base-catalyzed transesterification with anhydrous MeOH (Kopf et al., 2016). FAMEs were identified by 
GC-MS using a ThermoFisher Trace GC 1310 coupled to a flame ionization detector (FID) and an ISQ quad-
rupole mass spectrometer. A Zebron© ZB-5 capillary GC column (30 m, 0.25 mm ID, 25 μm film thickness) 
was used with He carrier gas flowing at 1.2 mL min−1. The GC program initially held at 100°C for 1 min, 
followed by a 14.5°C min−1 ramp to 180°C, a 2°C min−1 ramp to 240°C, and a 12°C min−1 to 320°C, with a 
final 4-min hold. Compounds were quantified relative to an internal standard (palmitic acid iso-butyl ester) 
using FID peak areas.

To identify the position of the methyl moieties in branched saturated FAs after GC-FID-MS, we com-
pared the abundances of fragment ions containing the tertiary carbon for each possible structure. Two 
methyl-branched FAs with 17 C atoms exhibited almost indistinguishable mass spectra although they had 
very different retention times (Supporting Information Figure S2), with large m/z peaks at 241 ([M-43]+) 
and 199 ([M-85]+), consistent with iso- and 10-methyl branching, respectively. Comparison to an exter-
nal 10-methyl C17:0 FAME standard (Matreya Lipids and Biochemicals, State College, PA) confirmed the 
identity of the later-eluting FAME. We assign the other compound as 10,14-dimethyl pentadecanoic acid 
(10,14-DiMe C17:0) on the basis of retention time and the increased abundance of an [M-15]+ peak when 
compared to the standard.

2.4. Determination of Double Bond Positions

The double bond positions of unsaturated FAMEs were determined by derivatization to dimethyl disulfide 
(DMDS) adducts. Unsaturated FAMEs were first separated from saturated compounds via silver thiolate 
chromatography (Aponte et al., 2012) from a subset of samples spanning all detected unsaturated FAMEs. 
The sample was transferred to silver thiolate columns in hexanes after column conditioning (three column 
volumes each of MeOH, DCM, and hexanes). Saturated FAMEs were collected with four column volumes 
of hexane eluent. Monoenes, dienes, and trienes were eluted in four column volumes of DCM then dried 
under a stream of dry N2(g). Unsaturated fractions were derivatized with DMDS to produce DMDS adducts 
(Shibamoto et al., 2016). Dried unsaturated fractions were resuspended in 0.1 mL of 1.3% iodine in DMDS 
solution and lightly shaken in a 30°C incubator for 24 h. DMDS-treated samples were added then eluted 
with 4 mL of 10% diethyl ether in hexanes on a Na2S2O3(aq)-conditioned, precombusted Extrelut NT© col-
umn. Adducts were dried under N2(g) and then analyzed and identified using GC-MS.

2.5. IPL-Specific δ13C

Compound-specific carbon isotope ratios of individual IPL-derived FAs (δ13CIPL) were determined with a 
Thermo Trace 1310 GC coupled to a Thermo Delta V+ isotope ratio MS via a combustion interface (GC-C-
IRMS). The GC used a ZB-5MS capillary column (30 m, 0.1 mm ID, 1 μm film thickness), He carrier gas at 
1.4 mL min−1, and a temperature program identical to the one used with GC-FID-MS. Eluted FAMEs were 
combusted to CO2(g) within a Pt, Ni, and 2 times Cu wire bundle held at 940°C plumbed directly into the GC 
outlet. All samples were analyzed in duplicate, with a precision of approximately 0.2‰. Tank δ13C values 
were converted to the Vienna Pee Dee belemnite (VPDB) scale through repeated analysis of the A6, A7, and 
B5 standards (A. Schimmelmann, Indiana University) of C16-C30 n-alkanes, which were run every three sets 
of duplicates. We screened samples for low-intensity peaks, only measuring the 13C/12C ratio for those with 
i45 greater than 100 mV. The range of sample peak intensities (0.1–0.7 V) was always within that bracketed 
by the standards. We additionally screened for variability in individual compounds by removing peaks with 
a root mean square error greater than 0.3. The working dynamic range of peak intensities (0.1–15 V) in 
the A7/A6/B5 standards (Supporting Information Figure S1) demonstrated that linearity produced <0.2‰ 
shifts (Δδ13C) over this range and that it was appropriate for the reported δ13CIPL values.
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2.6. Bulk Carbon Analyses

Total organic carbon (TOC) abundance as well as its stable carbon isotopic composition (δ13CTOC) was deter-
mined using a Costech 4010 Elemental Analyzer coupled to a Thermo Delta V+ IRMS through a Conflo IV 
interface (EA-IRMS). Freeze-dried samples were powdered, acidified with 0.1 M HCl, rinsed in MilliQ wa-
ter, then freeze dried again and weighed into tin capsules for analysis. The δ13C values were ascertained by 
cross-checking with acetanilide and urea standards of known composition (−29.5‰ and −8.0‰ vs. VPDB, 
respectively for carbon; Schimmelmann et al., 2009).

Dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) concentrations and isotopic compositions (δ13CDIC) of lava cave drip water 
were measured using a Thermo Gas Bench II coupled to a Thermo Delta V+ IRMS. As described above, raw 
sample CO2(g) mass peaks were compared to known δ13C values of internal standards (R2 = 0.9997): “NHC2” 
(NaHCO3, Macron Chemicals), −2.70‰; “NUCLM1” (Carrara Lago Marble), +2.31‰; and “NBS18” (IAEA 
calcite), −5.01‰. DOC concentrations and stable isotopic compositions (δ13CDOC) of drip waters were meas-
ured at the UC Davis Stable Isotope Facility using an O.I. Analytical Model 1030 TOC Analyzer interfaced 
to a PDZ Europa 20-20 IRMS.

2.7. Statistical Analyses and Data Visualization

All statistical analyses were performed using R version 3.6.1. Complete-linkage clustering was performed 
on a Manhattan distance matrix that was calculated from log10-transformed relative lipid abundance data. 
All dendrograms were visualized using base R and the packages ggtree (Yu et al., 2017) and ggplot2 (Wick-
ham,  2016). Dimensionality reduction was performed via nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) 
on a Bray–Curtis dissimilarity matrix that was calculated from relative lipid abundances using the pack-
age vegan (Oksanen et al., 2019). All data and R scripts are available at https://zenodo.org/record/5016282 
(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5016282).

3. Results
3.1. Field Observations and Sample Descriptions

Lava cave samples (n = 91) were classified into four major types based on visual characteristics: polyps/
coralloids (n = 21), mineral features (n = 20), oozes (n = 8), and biofilms (n = 28; Figures 1b–1e). Polyps 
(Figure 1b) are elongated accretionary mineral assemblages that are finely laminated in cross section, re-
sembling small stromatolitic structures observed in other caves (Daza Brunet & Bustillo Revuelta, 2014; 
Melim et al., 2001; Rossi et al., 2010). Polyps can be brown, white, or black in color and are found on floors 
and walls throughout a wide range of depths and climatic conditions. Similar elongated mineral assemblag-
es exhibiting a more dendritic morphology and lacking lamination are called coralloids but are binned with 
polyps here due to their similarities in form, environment, and resultant lipid compositions. Our “mineral 
features” category includes silica and calcite crusts, amorphous silica patinas, and other mineral structures 
(Figure 1c) which are often found in drier areas. Oozes are soft, white to ocherous in color, occasionally have 
a granular texture, and are found in notably damp areas (Figure 1d). Biofilms are thin (<1 mm), biogenic 
hydrophobic veneers that coat basalt surfaces (Figure 1e) and are subclassified into tan (n = 7), yellow 
(n = 9), white (n = 9), and mixed (n = 3) types. When cave humidity is at 100%, these films are commonly 
found covered with beads of water. Subcategories of biofilms may be colocated but more typically cover 
distinct surfaces on the cave walls and ceilings. “Mixed biofilm” samples contain mixtures of biofilm colors. 
Soil samples were taken from above and within the caves. When compared to surface soils, cave soils are 
finer grained and darker in color, often containing woody debris when located near a cave entrance. Surface 
soils are lighter in color, sandier in texture, and are rich in pumice derived from the nearby Glass Mountain 
eruption which blanketed the area approximately 900 years ago (Donnelly-Nolan et al., 2007). Sparse vege-
tation near surface soil sampling sites included dryland shrubs, grasses, and conifers.

3.2. Distribution and Abundance of IPL-Derived Fatty Acids

Of 106 unique FAs detected across three IPL fractions, we observe 36 methyl-branched FAs, 30 unsaturated 
FAs (26 monoenes, 2 dienes, and 2 polyenes), 21 straight chain FAs, and 19 diacid isomers (Supporting 
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Information Table S2). We also observe one C17:0 alkenone, two cyclic C17:0 FAs, ricinoleic acid, one isopre-
noid, six sterols, and 10 unknown peaks, for a total of 127 distinct compounds in this data set (Supporting 
Information Table S2). Methyl moieties are present in the iso, anteiso, C2, and C10 positions in branched 
FAs. Monounsaturated FAs contain double bonds at the ⍵5, ⍵7, ⍵8, and ⍵9 positions. By examining the 
retention times of DMDS adducts, we determined that two monoenes (C16:1–⍵7 and C17:1–⍵8) occur in cis and 
trans conformations (Supporting Information Figure S2). Di- and polyene FAs were not abundant enough 
to determine double bond positions. Across the entire data set, unsaturated FAs are the most abundant 
in terms of summed yield relative to the TLE (sum 415 mg/g), followed by methyl branched (334 mg/g), 
straight chain (275 mg/g), and diacids (8 mg/g). Both individual and binned FA yields vary considerably by 
sample type (Supporting Information Tables S2 and S3).

To explore similarity between soils and cave features, we performed hierarchical clustering analysis using 
the relative abundance of individual IPL-derived FAs (Figure 2a). First-order branching reveals two clades, 
one containing most soil samples and cave polyps/coralloids, and another containing most cave biofilms, 
oozes, and minerals. In the soil-rich clade, second-order branching separates a white biofilm from soils and 
polyps/coralloids while third-order branching distinguishes soils from most polyps/coralloids. Some cave 
minerals, polyps/coralloids, and oozes appear throughout this clade (Figure 2a). Second-order branching in 
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Figure 2. Lipid distributions across soils and lava cave features. Columns contain data from individual samples shown in panels. (a) Complete-linkage 
hierarchical clustering analysis based on relative abundances of individual lipids. (b) Total intact polar lipid (IPL)-derived fatty acid yields for each sample (mg 
lipid/g total lipid extract, TLE) by IPL class (GL, glycolipids; PL, phospholipids; r-PL, residual polar lipids). (c) Binned relative abundances of major fatty acid 
classes summed across IPL fractions (Br, branched saturated; Un, straight unsaturated; St, straight saturated; Di, diacid). (d–f) Binned relative abundances of 
major fatty acid types from each IPL fraction (d: GL; e: PL; f: r-PL).
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the biofilm-rich clade differentiates most cave biofilms and mineral features from oozes, polyps/coralloids, 
and a cave soil (Figure 2a). Despite these general patterns, it should be noted that cave minerals and polyps/
coralloids are found in most major clusters. Similarly, oozes are also well dispersed across the dendrogram 
(Figure 2a).

Total IPL yields are highly variable across the data set, spanning 6 orders of magnitude ranging from 7 × 10−3 
to 3 × 103 mg/g TLE (Figure 2b). Outliers in each group cause this large spread; for example, although most 
samples contain ∼1–10 mg IPL/g TLE, one polyp contains greater than 103 mg IPL/g TLE (Figure 2b). When 
outliers are removed, mixed biofilms tend to have the highest average IPL yields (31 ± 29 mg/g), followed 
by yellow biofilms (22 ± 22), surface soils (17 ± 22), white biofilms (11 ± 15), tan biofilms (7 ± 8), oozes 
(6 ± 5), cave soils (4 ± 2), polyps/coralloids (3 ± 5), and mineral features (3 ± 6). Relative to other IPL 
fractions, GL yield is highest in soils, whereas nearly all cave features contain more phospholipids (PLs; 
Figure 2b). r-PL yields were consistently the lowest regardless of sample type (Figure 2b).

To further explore the distributions of IPLs across cave morphologies and differentiate sample types on 
the basis of lipids, these data were compared via NMDS (Figure 3). This analysis corroborates the patterns 
visible from hierarchical clustering, specifically that yellow and tan biofilms are distinct from soils and 
other cave morphologies (Figure 3). Plotted vector loadings reveal the contributions of the 10 most variant 
individual lipids (p < 0.01) in the data set that are the main drivers of spatial distribution in the ordination. 
Here, the abundance of trans-unsaturated and branched saturated FAs tends to drive the separation of 
biofilms from other cave features and soils (Figure 3). With the exception of a GL-derived trans-C16:1–⍵7 FA, 
these biofilm-associated FAs, specifically i-C16:0, 10,14-DiMe C17:0, trans-C16:1–⍵7, and trans-C17:1–⍵8, all derive 
from the PL fraction. trans-C16:1–⍵7 GL ordinates primarily with tan biofilms, while its PL counterpart ordi-
nates with yellow and some white biofilms (Figure 3).

Soil samples cluster together and ordinate with GL- and r-PL-derived n-C16:0 and GL- and PL-derived n-C18:0 
(Figure 3). Most oozes ordinate with the PL-derived n-C16:0 FA. Unlike biofilms or soils, polyps and mineral 
features do not discernibly cluster in this ordination (Figure 3), consistent with hierarchical clustering (Fig-
ure 2a). These sample types do not cluster with others (e.g., biofilms) taken from the same cave (Supporting 
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Figure 3. Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) based on relative lipid abundance. Solution stress = 0.199. 
The top 10 intact polar lipid (IPL)-derived fatty acid (FA) loadings (p < 0.01) are plotted to visualize the main sources of 
variance in the data set. Point sizes are proportional to the total lipid yield across IPL fractions (mg/g total lipid extract, 
TLE).
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Information Figure S3). Variability within polyp/coralloid and mineral samples alone is also not explained 
by the cave from which each sample originated (Supporting Information Figure S4).

3.3. Bulk and IPL-Specific Stable Carbon Isotopes

To constrain the reservoirs of C available to microbes at Lava Beds, we measured δ13C values of bulk phases 
including DIC (δ13CDIC) and DOC (δ13CDOC) of cave waters, and TOC of solid materials (δ13CTOC). Mean 
δ13CTOC values are more negative in lava cave biofilms relative to surface soils, although δ13CTOC values 
tend to be close to δ13CDOC compositions regardless of sample type (Figure 4). Mean δ13CDIC values of drip 
water was −6.1‰ ± 1.9‰ (n = 10; Figure 4), while the mean δ13CDOC value was −29.8‰ ± 2.0‰ (n = 10; 
Figure 4). Neither DOC nor DIC concentrations and isotope compositions correlated with location by cave 
or nearby sample types.

Compound-specific carbon isotope values of IPL-derived FAs (δ13CIPL) were measured from samples with 
sufficiently high yield, in order to identify the C sources used by living cave biomass. Most sample types 
contain lipids with mean δ13CIPL values that are more negative than δ13CDOC or corresponding mean δ13CTOC 
values, with the notable exception of oozes (Figure 4). However, we observe distinct distributions of δ13CIPL 
values by sample type, with strong 13C depletions in biofilms compared to soils and oozes despite some 
overlap (Figure 4 and Supporting Information Table S4). In general, the spread of δ13CIPL values is lower in 
tan biofilms compared to soils and other cave features (Figure 4 and Supporting Information Table S4). By 
contrast, δ13CIPL distributions in yellow and white biofilms are bimodal (Figure 4). Yellow and white bio-
films tend to have high abundances of n-C16:0 and C18:1–⍵7 FAs that are 13C-enriched relative to other biofilm 
FAs, whereas tan biofilms tend to lack these FAs (Figure 5).

Biofilms exhibit distinct and depleted δ13CIPL values compared to soils and most mineral features (Figures 4 
and 5). For instance, mean δ13Ci-C16:0 from biofilms = −43.9‰ ± 1.3‰ compared to −31.0‰ ± 1.3‰ in soils. 
However, one lipid (C18:1–⍵7) consistently exhibits more 13C-enriched δ13CIPL values across cave morphologies 
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Figure 4. Stable carbon isotope compositions of C reservoirs at Lava Beds. Mean δ13CDIC and δ13CDOC values from cave 
drip waters are illustrated by vertical lines with respective standard deviations as filled rectangles. Individual δ13CTOC 
and δ13CIPL values for each sample type are represented by violin plots reporting their density distributions.
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(mean δ13C18:1⍵7 = −30.9‰ ± 2.3‰ in biofilms and −29.0‰ ± 0.8‰ in surface soils). The long chain FAs 
n-C20:0, n-C22:0, and n-C24:0 were only measured in the soil samples, where their yields were sufficient for 
analysis, and their mean δ13CIPL values were −31.5‰ ± 1.6‰, −30.6‰ ± 1.4‰, and −31.5‰ ± 1.3‰, re-
spectively (Figure 5).

4. Discussion
4.1. A Diversity of Fatty Acids

We report a diverse ensemble of IPL-derived FAs present within these samples (Figures 2, 3 and 5), par-
ticularly among branched and monounsaturated structures, totaling 106 individual FA structures. Of the 
36 branched saturated FAs, iso-, anteiso-, and midchain-methyl-branched FAs are all abundant, especially 
in biofilms (Figures 2 and 3). Although iso- and anteiso-branched FAs are common bacterial lipids found 
across a range of environments (Kaneda, 1991), the abundance of midchain-branched FAs and the richness 
of branched FAs we observe are notable. Lipid profiles differ by sample type, which we will discuss here.
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Figure 5. Cave biofilms are 13C-depleted relative to soils and other cave features. The color of each point corresponds to the mean δ13CIPL of duplicate 
measurements of each glycolipid, while the size is proportional to the abundance of each glycolipid relative to the total lipid extract (TLE). Complete-linkage 
clustering was performed on a Manhattan distance matrix that was calculated from log-transformed relative lipid abundance data from the samples analyzed by 
GC-C-IRMS.
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Biofilms. White and yellow biofilms are rich in lipids, with IPL yields (mg/g TLE) occasionally exceeding 
those of surface soils (Supporting Information Table S2). Most cave samples were very tightly adhered to 
the host basalt (Figures 1b–1e). As a result, significant portions of rock were included in some samples, 
thereby “diluting” absolute lipid yields. To overcome this, individual FA yields are reported relative to TLE 
abundance and so are not as affected by this dilution.

Cave biofilms are dominated by bacterial lipids, specifically branched saturated and unusual unsaturated 
FAs (Figures 2c–2f and 3). Of the branched FAs, PL-derived i-C16:0 and 10,14-DiMe C17:0 ordinate closest to 
yellow and white biofilms, along with PL-derived trans-C16:1–⍵7 and trans-C17:1–⍵8 (Figure 3). Tan biofilms, 
however, are mainly associated with GL-derived trans-C16:1–⍵7, suggesting differences in bacterial taxonomy. 
Both branched and trans-unsaturated FAs are bacterial biomarkers, the latter being especially prevalent in 
Gram-negative strains (Kaneda, 1991; Keweloh & Heipieper, 1996). The predominance of these FAs may 
also reflect homeoviscous membrane adaptation to the relatively cold temperatures (4°C–8°C) of the cave 
walls (Siliakus et al., 2017), although temperatures are consistent between cave features.

One of the most abundant FAs from cave biofilms, 10,14-DiMe C17:0 (Figure 5), is attributed to Actinobacte-
ria, a diverse phylum of Gram-positive bacteria. To our knowledge, this double-branched FA has been thus 
far exclusively found in cultured representatives of the Actinobacterial genus Pseudonocardia (Reichert 
et al., 1998), although similar dimethyl acids are produced by other Actinobacteria such as Gaiella (Albu-
querque et al., 2011) and Crossiella spp. (Labeda, 2001). Intriguingly, members of the family Pseudonocar-
diaceae were previously demonstrated to be the dominant type of Actinobacteria in cave biofilms from Lava 
Beds (Lavoie et al., 2017), supporting an Actinbacterial origin of this lipid here. In these caves, 10,14-DiMe 
C17:0 tends to co-occur with 10-Me C17:0 (Supporting Information Table S2), another biomarker for Actino-
bacteria (Willers et al., 2015). Though not diagnostic of this phylum, terminally branched FAs such as i-C16:0 
are associated with Gram-positive strains in general (Willers et al., 2015) and are also abundant in biofilms, 
further supporting their production by Actinobacteria in these samples.

Soils. Lipid profiles of cave and surface soils are highly influenced by plants. These samples exhibit some of 
the highest yields and the highest proportions of saturated straight chain FAs and diacids (Figure 2). The FAs 
most associated with such soils are GL- and r-PL-derived n-C16:0 and GL- and PL-derived n-C18:0 (Figure 3). 
These common FAs are ubiquitous across bacteria and eukaryotes, limiting their chemotaxonomic inter-
pretation. However, soils also contain the midchain and long chain FAs n-C20:0, n-C22:0, n-C24:0, and n-C26:0 
(Supporting Information Table S2), characteristic of epicuticular plant waxes (Harwood & Stumpf, 1971). 
The abundance of diacids (Figure 2c), most commonly found in plant cutin and its breakdown products 
(Chefetz et al., 2002), further corroborate plant contributions.

Polyps, coralloids, and other features. Other sample types, such as oozes, polyps, coralloids, and mineral fea-
tures, exhibit more variable IPL profiles (Figures 2 and 3). Oozes are associated with the PL-derived n-C16:0 
and C18:1–⍵7 FAs (Figure 3), which are common, nonspecific bacterial biomarkers (Rontani et al., 2003; Will-
ers et al., 2015). Polyps/coralloids and mineral features ordinate between biofilms and soils (Figure 3), ap-
pearing to lack distinguishable lipid profiles by group.

Intragroup variability of the polyps/coralloid and mineral features is not explained by the cave from which 
each sample originated (Supporting Information Figures S3 and S4). This is consistent with a previous 16S 
rRNA gene survey which concluded that a given cave did not significantly affect microbial community di-
versity or composition in biofilms (Lavoie et al., 2017). Our data suggest that the community composition of 
these other sample types is also highly controlled by site-specific variables, such as local geochemistry and 
mineralogy, that were outside the scope of this study. We note that polyps/coralloids and mineral features 
were found across a wide range of cave conditions (e.g., relative humidity, degree of airflow) that could 
contribute to differences in lipid compositions.

4.2. δ13CIPL Signatures Differentiate Lava Cave Biofilms From Soils

The carbon isotopic composition of biomass records the C source(s) used by organisms modified by as-
similatory biosynthetic fractionations. For heterotrophic assimilation of OC, this fractionation is minimal, 
enriching biomass relative to input carbon at maximum by ∼1‰ (Hayes,  2001). By contrast, biological 
fixation of CO2 can strongly discriminate against the incorporation of 13C depending on the pathway. For 
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instance, the Calvin Cycle (CC) used by plants produces biomass that is 20–30‰ more depleted in 13C than 
source CO2. Conversely, the reductive acetyl-CoA (Wood-Ljungdahl) pathway, an alternative C metabolism 
used by acetogens and others, can produce extremely 13C-depleted biomass, up to 52‰ lower than CO2 
(Hayes, 2001).

In sufficiently closed systems, OC respiration can add 13C-depleted CO2 to the local DIC reservoir. The 
subsequent fixation of C from this reservoir results in strongly depleted biomass that mimics the strong 
fractionations produced by the reductive acetyl-CoA pathway (Figure 6). To differentiate these potential 
mechanisms, we compare δ13CIPL to those of bulk C reservoirs, thereby linking C sources to individual 
communities based on the chemotaxonomy discussed above. For instance, if a given FA is produced by a 
heterotroph that assimilates DOC, that lipid will be isotopically similar to DOC, offset by ∼3‰ due to lipid 
biosynthesis (Hayes, 2001). If the FA is instead produced by an autotroph, it will reflect the DIC pool modi-
fied by the fractionation arising from the C fixation pathway expressed. In other words, the lipids produced 
by autotrophs should be additively depleted in 13C relative to both the DOC and DIC pools.

We expect plant- and soil-derived OC infiltrating from the surface to be the dominant source of DOC in 
cave drip waters (Saiz-Jimenez & Hermosin, 1999). Long chain FAs from plant waxes and diacids found 
in soils constrain this isotopic endmember to relatively 13C-enriched values (δ13CIPL −28.3‰  ±  0.1‰ to 
−31.9‰ ± 0.3‰; Figure 5 and Supporting Information Table S4), consistent with the expected range from 
C3 plant biomass (Hayes, 2001). The mean δ13CDIC value in drip fluids is −6.1‰ ± 1.9‰ (Figure 5), an ex-
pected value that reflects the abiotic dissolution of atmospheric CO2(g) given a CO2(g) δ13C value of ∼−8‰ 
(Keeling et al., 2017). Drip fluids notably lack the 13C-depleted DIC isotopic signatures that would imply OC 
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Figure 6. A conceptual model of carbon cycling at Lava Beds. Cartoons indicate which groups of organisms can express each metabolism (leaf = plants; 
bacillus = bacteria; worm = cave eukaryotes). (a) Expected biomass δ13C values from the fixation of inorganic C via two autotrophic metabolisms, the Calvin 
Cycle (CC) and the reductive Acetyl-CoA Pathway (rA-CoA). (b) Expected biomass δ13CIPL and water drip δ13CDOC values if C is fixed via rA-CoA. (c) Expected 
δ13C values if C is fixed via “semiclosed” dynamics based on CC-dominated fixation. Estimated fractionations (ε) are from Hayes (2001). The mean δ13CDIC value 
measured from Lava Beds caves is represented with the horizontal gray bar, while the dotted lines represent one standard deviation.
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remineralization in overlying subsoils during transit to the cave environment. The mean value of δ13CDOC 
we measure is −29.8‰ ± 2.0‰, consistent with a plant-based origin.

Most cave features contain some IPL-derived FAs that reflect the isotopic composition of the DOC pool 
(Figures 4 and 5). These lipids, notably the unsaturated FAs C18:2 and C18:1⍵7, are associated with fungi (Stahl 
& Klug, 1996) and heterotrophic bacteria (Rontani et al., 2003), respectively. The congruence between these 
δ13CIPL values and those of DOC suggests that heterotrophic microorganisms dependent on surface-derived 
OC produce these lipids.

By contrast, the significant 13C depletions in the most abundant FAs from yellow, tan, and (to a lesser extent) 
white biofilms (Figures 4 and 5) cannot be explained by the incorporation of surface-derived OC. Instead, an 
additional fractionation step is required, most likely C fixation occurring within the caves. The bacterial FAs 
i-C16:0, 10,14-DiMe C17:0, trans-C16:1⍵7, and trans-C17:1⍵8 found primarily in tan and yellow biofilms, along with 
the more widespread i-C18:0, exhibit the most negative δ13CIPL values in this data set, ranging from −39.2‰ 
to −45.4‰ (Supporting Information Table S4). This same trend is present, yet muted, in the δ13CTOC data, in 
which mean δ13CTOC values from biofilms are 6.6‰ more negative than soils (t test, p = 4.4 × 10−8; Figure 5).

4.3. A Model of Carbon Fixation Within Lava Beds Caves

Biofilm-derived lipids at Lava Beds are up to 39.3‰ 13C-depleted relative to mean DIC (Figure 5), and we 
posit that this reflects a signal of in situ C fixation. If autotrophy were to occur in the overlying subsoils, 
the δ13CDOC values of drip water entering the caves should carry a depleted isotopic signature. If the subsoil 
were the site of most C fixation here, δ13CDOC would be expected to match the depleted δ13CIPL values from 
biofilms. The opposite is true here: δ13CDOC is 13C-enriched relative to mean δ13CIPL in cave biofilms by an 
average of 10.2‰ ± 4.5‰ (Figure 4). This requires in situ C fixation to occur within the biofilms themselves 
regardless of the autotrophic mechanism. Two possible mechanisms of generating these isotopic depletions 
include the reductive acetyl-CoA pathway and the CC (Figures 6a–6c).

The reductive acetyl-CoA pathway is most common in anaerobic acetogens, methanogens (Fuchs, 2011), 
and sulfate-reducing bacteria (Spormann & Thauer, 1988). Since methanogens are members of the Archaea, 
they do not produce FAs and are not directly detectable with our methods. Nevertheless, it is possible they 
could be a source of 13C-depleted biomass here by producing 13C-depleted methane that is assimilated by 
bacterial methanotrophs or other OC assimilated by other bacteria whose FAs we measure. However, a 
previous 16S rRNA gene survey of Lava Beds cave biofilms reported low abundances (<1%) of putative 
methane-cycling bacteria (Lavoie et al., 2017). Even if these few microbes were extremely active, they can 
only contribute 13C-depleted isotopic signals proportional to their relative abundance. DOC produced by 
the reductive acetyl-CoA pathway would be expected to have a similar δ13C value as those from IPLs (Fig-
ure 6b), which is not observed in biofilms (Figure 4). Although we acknowledge that the reductive acetyl-
CoA pathway could still be an active autotrophic mechanism here, we focus our discussion below on the CC 
due to our DOC data and previous taxonomic surveys of these caves (Lavoie et al., 2017).

Biofilms could generate the observed δ13C-depletions from remineralized DOC, invoking a symbiosis be-
tween heterotrophs and lithoautotrophs through an instantaneous DIC pool if the CC is the major auto-
trophic mechanism (Figure 6c). Carbon enters the caves in drip waters as either DOC or DIC in comparable 
abundance. Drip water DOC concentrations range from 5.0 ± 0.1 to 23.3 ± 0.6 ppm and exhibit a mean 
δ13CDOC value of −29.8‰ ± 2.0‰ (Figure 4), whereas DIC concentrations range from 3.0 to 12.7 ppm with 
an observed mean δ13CDIC value of −6.0‰ ± 1.9‰. Heterotrophs assimilate and remineralize a portion of 
the inflowing DOC, excreting an isotopically similar instantaneous DIC pool (∼−30‰; Figure  6c). This 
DIC is then fixed by colocated lithoautotrophs, depleting lipids by another ∼20‰ from the CC (Figures 6a 
and 6c). The abundance of 13C-enriched FAs such as n-C16:0 and C18:1⍵7 co-occurring with depleted bacterial 
FAs (Figure 5) supports the co-occurrence of autotrophic and heterotrophic microbes (Figure 6c). Since 
IPL-derived FAs comprise ∼10% of bulk TOC, this process also drives mean δ13CTOC toward more negative 
values in samples where such lipids are abundant (Figure 4). Lipid biosynthesis alone produces a 3‰ de-
pletion in 13C relative to TOC (Hayes, 2001), too small to explain the observed disparities. Some samples 
contain 13C-enriched TOC relative to DOC (e.g., minerals and polyps/coralloids), which may reflect a highly 
divergent local DOC pool (which was unable to be sampled) or contributions from carbonate minerals em-
bedded in the silica matrix which could not be removed prior to analysis.
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Since most IPL-derived FAs are produced by multiple organisms, the δ13CIPL values we observe are likely 
the result of mixing distinct isotopic signatures from several unique populations exhibiting different C me-
tabolisms. If we assume endmember values for lithoautotrophy and heterotrophy, a simple binary mixing 
isotope mass balance model (Supporting Information Equation S1) can be applied to estimate the relative 
fraction of lithoautotrophy necessary to produce individual IPL-derived lipids (Figure 7). In this model, in 
situ lithoautotrophy (L) and surface photosynthesis (S) are major C sources. Where δIPL is the measured 
δ13CIPL value, δL and δS are the endmember δ13C values of biomass fixed via L and S, respectively, and fL is the 
fraction of the observed δIPL signal attributable to L. For cave samples, δS is assumed to be equal to drip water 
δ13CDOC and δL is equivalent to δS – 20‰ (fractionation of remineralized DOC by the CC). For surface soils, δS 
is assumed to be equal to δTOC, the mean δ13CTOC value of surface soils. From this simple model, the degree of 
CC lithoautotrophic influence on δ13CIPL values (fL) depends on C source isotopic compositions (Equation 1):

 
 





IPL S

L
L S

f (1)

The application of this model to our observed δ13C values demonstrates that fL is significantly higher for 
bacterial IPL-derived FAs in cave biofilms compared to lipids from soils and other cave features (Figure 7). 
These FAs, specifically i-C16:0, 10,14-DiMe-C17:0, trans-C16:1–⍵7, and trans-C17:1–⍵8, require 67% ± 6% (range 
47%–80%) of their C to be sourced from in situ CC-based lithoautotrophy to explain the observed δ13CIPL 
values (Figure 7 and Supporting Information Table S5). This contrasts with the plant wax-sourced n-C20:0+ 
FAs and the more taxonomically ubiquitous n-C18:0, which have significantly lower fL values (Figure 7). 
These lipids require significantly less CC-sourced carbon, consistent with their photoautotrophic origin. 
If the reductive acetyl-CoA pathway is instead assumed to be the major autotrophic mechanism (where 
δL = δS – 52‰, the largest fractionation reported for this pathway and therefore most conservative value for 
our model; Hayes, 2001), these biofilm lipids require 26% ± 2% (range 18%–30%) of C sourced from rA-CoA-
based lithoautotrophy (Supporting Information Table S6). This is still significantly more than n-C20:0+ and 
n-C18:0 (Supporting Information Figure S5).
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Figure 7. Fraction of Calvin Cycle-based lithoautotrophy required by isotopic mass balance. The term fL is the fraction 
of the observed δ13CIPL signal attributable to Calvin Cycle-based lithoautotrophy, calculated from Equation 1.
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Some lipids are abundant across sample types but exhibit distinct δ13CIPL and resultant fL values in specific 
types (Figures 5 and 7). For instance, i-C15:0 is strongly 13C-depleted in biofilms but is relatively 13C-enriched 
in soils (Figure 5), producing mean fL values of 0.62 ± 0.14 (n = 7) in biofilms and 0.11 ± 0.05 (n = 10) in 
soils (Figure 7). A similar variation in C source is also observed for i-C16:0 and cis-C16:1–⍵7 (Figure 7). As i-C15:0 
and i-C16:0 are common to Gram-positive bacteria (Kaneda, 1991; Willers et al., 2015), these isotopic patterns 
suggest different life strategies employed among this group of microorganisms in caves compared to those 
on the surface.

4.4. Potential Source Organisms for 13C-Depleted Lipids at Lava Beds

While it is impossible to determine the precise bacterial sources of these lipids with our methods, we the-
orize likely source organisms based on literature on the microbial ecology of similar environments (Gon-
zalez-Pimentel et al., 2018; Lavoie et al., 2017; Northup et al., 2011). A 16S rRNA gene survey of Lava Beds 
biofilms identified microbes that are putatively capable of C fixation (Lavoie et al., 2017) including Actin-
obacteria (especially the order Pseudonocardia). Though many Pseudonocardia sp. are heterotrophs, there 
are lithoautotrophic strains capable of hydrogen (Grostern & Alvarez-Cohen, 2013) or ammonia oxidation 
(Liu et al., 2006). Other Actinobacteria, such as the uncultured T3 lineage, are capable of CO2 fixation via 
nitrate-dependent iron oxidation (Kanaparthi et al., 2013). The predominant FAs produced by Pseudonocar-
dia strains tend to be i-C15:0 and i-C16:0 (Huang & Goodfellow, 2015), which are some of the most abundant 
and 13C-depleted FAs we observe in biofilms (Figures 5 and 7).

The C isotopic compositions of the most diagnostic FAs particularly inform source organisms. For instance, 
10,14-DiMe-C17:0, a diagnostic biomarker for Actinobacteria (Willers et al., 2015), is one of the most prev-
alent membrane lipids in our biofilm samples (Figures 3 and 5) and is modeled to be the most influenced 
by lithoautotrophy on average (Figure 7). The sample types which contain abundant 10,14-DiMe-C17:0 cor-
respond to those with high relative abundance of Actinobacterial 16S rRNA gene sequences from Lavoie 
et al. (2017). Members of the Actinobacteria also dominate biofilms in other lava cave systems around the 
world (Gonzalez-Pimentel et al., 2018; Northup et al., 2011), with some being capable of fixing C via the CC 
(Grostern & Alvarez-Cohen, 2013; Park et al., 2009). Based on our analysis, we propose that 10,14-DiMe-C17:0 
is a promising biomarker for Actinobacteria in lava cave environments.

Trans-unsaturated FAs are also abundant in Lava Beds biofilms (Figures 3 and 5), indicating the widespread 
presence of Gram-negative bacteria (Kaneda, 1991; Willers et al., 2015). Gammaproteobacteria, a diverse 
phylum of Gram-negative taxa, are also highly abundant according to DNA surveys from Lava Beds biofilms 
(Lavoie et al., 2017) and therefore could be a major source of these lipids. Members of the Gammaproteo-
bacteria are capable of a variety of metabolic processes, including lithoautotrophy and N cycling. Regardless 
of the source organisms for the trans-unsaturated FAs, their depleted δ13CIPL values (Figure 4) suggest they 
fix C in these caves.

4.5. Potential Sources of Energy for Lava Cave Lithoautotrophs

Based on lipid biomarker abundances and their isotopes, we conclude that lithoautotrophic bacteria are key 
members of cave biofilm communities at Lava Beds. This suggests that this terrestrial shallow subsurface 
environment supports lithoautotrophs despite significant DOC inputs. This begs the question of which 
catabolic energy sources fuel this C fixation. The basalt walls of lava caves themselves are replete with 
potential sources of energy from minerals, such as those bearing Fe(II), that lithoautotrophs could exploit. 
Additionally, drip fluids in Lava Beds caves carry soluble redox-sensitive species such as nitrate. Though 
total nitrogen levels are typically low in such cave water drips, nitrite and nitrate concentrations can reach 
1 and 8 mg/L, respectively (Lavoie et al., 2017). Given these high concentrations, an abundance of taxa 
capable of N cycling (Lavoie et al., 2017), and the low δ13CIPL values we observe in biofilms from Lava Beds 
relative to other C reservoirs (Figures 4 and 5), we posit that a source of lithoautotrophic energy is N-based.

4.6. Inferring the Habitability of Lava Caves

We present organic geochemical evidence of an actively C-fixing biosphere occupying a basaltic system 
in the shallow subsurface. This work lends credence to the microbial habitability of similar environments 
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elsewhere in the solar system. The surface regolith of Mars has been shown to carry nitrate salts (Shen 
et al., 2019; Stern et al., 2015), which, if transported to lava caves, could theoretically be an energy source 
for subsurface life. From a metabolic perspective, nitrate is both an attractive source of bioavailable N and 
an effective electron sink, particularly when coupled to reduced C or iron, thus providing a potential life 
strategy for putative lithoautotrophs living in Martian lava caves.

Our analysis indicates that lava caves host lithoautotrophs despite significant DOC fluxes from the surface. 
While this is seemingly paradoxical, we suggest that it may occur if lithoautotrophs are colonizing taxa in 
newly formed lava caves, prior to the establishment of surface vegetation. Once significant surface DOC 
input is established from developing surface biomes, thereby sustaining a larger population of heterotrophs, 
lithoautotrophs may maintain an ecological advantage by occupying an independent niche. Subsequent 
work focusing on community dynamics and colonization time scales of lava cave environments will be 
necessary to disentangle these interactions. Other work will be required to better understand and constrain 
the specific mechanisms and purveyors of C fixation in this system. For example, metagenomic- and/or 
transcriptomic-focused surveys could prove to be useful complementary studies by directly tying taxonomy 
to the abundance and expression of C fixation-related genes by microbes in Lava Beds biofilms.

5. Conclusion
IPL-derived FAs from lava cave biofilms are structurally and isotopically divergent from those found in 
surface soils or speleothems. Key differentiating lipids include distinctive branched and trans-unsaturated 
lipids, particularly those attributed to Actinobacteria (10,14-DiMe C17:0), other Gram-positive bacteria (e.g., 
i-C16:0), and Gram-negative bacteria (trans-C16:1–⍵7, trans-C17:1–⍵8). Large 13C-isotope depletions observed in 
most biofilm lipids suggest widespread in situ chemolithoautotrophy, with lipid distributions implicating 
members of the Actinobacteria in C fixation. Our finding that lava caves host active C fixation has signif-
icant and positive implications for the search for life in extraterrestrial subsurface environments where 
surface biomes are likely absent.
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